December 27, 2021

Prayers that overwhelm
the kingdom of darkness.
Prayers that overwhelm
the gates of hell.
In 2022 there will be a shift in the arena of intercessory prayer.
A natural Tsunamis is caused by a shift deep within the bowels of the earth – (The unseen
affecting the seen). There will be a supernatural shift in the innermost being of prayer
warriors this year that will cause a powerful eruption in the “wells and rivers of living
water”.
John 4:14 “But whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall never thirst;
but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of water. . .”
John 7:38, “He that believeth on me, as the scripture hath said, out of his belly shall flow
rivers of living water.
“This Is A Supernatural Tsunamis Of Glory”
These “wells and rivers of living water” will open the floodgates of intercessory prayer to
flow stronger than ever before. The “I can’t” attitude must no longer come out of your
mouth. Never speak of what you don’t know, what you don’t have, or what you can’t do.
But speak only of who you are in Christ. Speak of what you do know, what you do have,
and what you can do. This innermost shift will not be seen by the world but the results of
this shift will be seen. They will say, “What is this? What is going on? What is
happening?” There will be Tsunamis of ‘rivers and wells of pure living water’ that will
completely remove, destroy, and replace the dank polluted waters of darkness.
You have seen and witnessed natural tsunamis on the earth, it’s power and strength.
These natural tsunamis have always been destructive. That is because they have
originated from this fallen world. The supernatural tsunamis to come will have the power
and strength from heaven, the Glory of God. These supernatural tsunamis will be
constructive, shifting and moving people back to Me. These are the last days saith the
Lord. My Glory and My Power shall be seen and witnessed around the world. Many
will fall to their knees and cry, “I was wrong, Jesus you are Lord!”

So shall my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth: it shall not return unto me void,
but it shall accomplish that which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent
it. Isa. 55:11 KJV
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